The sensitivity of proton-nucleus elastic scattering to different nucleon-nucleon effective interactions is studied within the framework of the nonrelativistic full-folding model. Calculations of the nucleon-nucleus optical potential are made using the free nucleon-nucleon t-matrices generated from the Bonn, Paris, Hamada-Johnston, and Melbourne nucleon-nucleon potentials, whose full 
2M K= -'(k+k') .
The integration is over the mean momentum (P) of the struck nucleon before and after collision. A critical feature of the optical potential in the fullfolding approach is the inclusion of off-shell effects consistently as allowed by the momentum distribution of the mixed density p. In Fig. 1 Fig. 4 where the same convention as that in Fig. 2 Fig. 3 . In the case of the spin observables, A and Q, the description given by the Bonn potential agrees more closely with the data than that given by the Paris potential. At 400 MeV (Fig. 4) 
